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of the optimum overrelaxation parameter 
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ABSTRACT 
We study the cause for the overestimation of the optimum overrelaxation factor when a non- 
stationary iterative method of  Carr~'s or Kulsud's type is used. In addition we show that when 
the overrelaxation factor is substantially changed the estimation process becomes more difficult. 
The overestimation phenomena re also shown numerically. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Young has pointed out that the successive overrelaxa- 
tion method (SOR) used in the numerical solution of 
a self-adjoint equation is a very excellent numerical 
method, except hat it requires the optimum over- 
rehxation factor, and the ordering of mesh points 
requires consistent ordering. Young also has shown 
that, of these points, the problem of ordering may be 
solved by applying the 01 -ordering [1]. As for the 
former, many estimation techniques were proposed 
[2], [3], [4], [5]. In such a method, estimation of the 
optimum accelerating factor COop t is possible only 
when some overrelaxation factor 60 < coopt is used, 
but Reid pointed out that overestimation fCOop t 
occurs for Large problems [6]. On the other hand, 
even using the optimum SOR method the number of 
iterations required is much larger than the number 
theoretically expected [7]. Furthermore we also have 
shown that the overestimation occurs when co closes 
to coopt, and the smaller the mesh-size h is taken, 
the worse the overestimation becomes, by simple 
problems [7, Fgures]. From these facts, the behavior 
of the error which essentially has to converge some- 
times indicates divergence during the iteration process. 
In the case h = -~-, Sheldon also pointed out this 
/ 
results as an example of SOR where the error does 
not decrease [8]. Thus the accuracy for the estima- 
tion of coopt is not definite and the accurate deter- 
mination of the coopt becomes more difficult. No 
definite explanation has been given for this results. 
Young suggested that one of the causes is the non- 
linear elementary divisor of the iteration matrix [ 1, 
88]. 
Concerning the Gauss-Seidel method, Tee [9] has 
shown that irrespective of the fact that the zero eigen- 
value of the iteration matrix has a non-llnear elementary 
divisor and its degree, even so consistently ordered, is 
largely influenced by the ordering. Tee [10] also has 
shown prosaically that the iteration matrix for coopt 
has a non-linear elementary divisor. Accordingly, we 
chrified the non-linearity for the elementary divisor 
of the iteration matrix. We have also shown that chang- 
ing largely the accelerating factor in the iterative 
process would make the estimation more difficult, and 
that in this sense the traditional methods lack in gener- 
ality. 
2. THEORY 
We consider the system of equations 
Ax=b (1) 
where the square matrix A of order n is consistently 
ordered, i.e. there exists a nonmigratory permutation 
matrix II such that HAIl T is a tridiagonal matrix [1]. 
So, we consider here the system of equations with 
matrix M = IIAII T which is a special m-block tri- 
diagonal matrix. There is no further loss of generality 
in considering only M rather than A, for the eigen- 
values and eigenvectors ofthe error operator of the 
SOR are the same for M as for A apart from permuta- 
tion within the eigenvectors. The matrix M may be 
partitioned into the form : 
M= 
D 1 -F 1 0 
-E 1 D 2 -F 2 
D~m -Fm- 1 -Era-2 
0 - Em_ 1 D m 
=D -E -F  
(2) 
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where m > 1, D and D k (k = 1, 2 ..... m) are each non- 
singular diagonal matrices, E and F are strictly lower 
and upper triangular matrices respectively. 
The error operator H(60) for point SOR applied to the 
matrix M has the form 
H(60) = (D - coE)-1[(I-60)D + ¢oF], (3) 
where 60 is the overrelaxation factor. The correspond- 
ing error operator B for the point Jacobi process is 
given by B = D -1 (E + F). If #i and X i are correspond- 
ing eigenvalues of B and of H(60) respectively and v i 
and u i are their corresponding eigenvectors, we f'md 
the well-known relation 
Xi + 60-1 
/a i - (4) 
60xil/2 
Using (4), (3) may give 
1-60-X i 
( D+) , i  E+ F) u i=0 ,  (5) 
¢.O 
where 60 4= 0. Provided that IXi[ g= 0, we may define 
two nonsingular diagonal matrices : 
-X~/2 11 0 
Si= "hiI 2 
0 ~)~m/2  im 
(6) 
Si ~-~" 
" X1/2 
- i I1 0 
XiI 2 
N 
0 (_ l )mNxm/2 im 
X i + w -1 lu  i ( D + E + F) "Si" = 0. (11) 
60~.I/2 
1 
Then, we have 
(/~i D + E + F)v;= 0, (12) 
where 
v i = $71u..  (13) 
1 1 
Thus, from (10) and (13) we get the following relation :[, o] 
v i = 12 v i • \ 
0 (-1)mira 
From (8) and (11) if IXil ¢ 0, we fred that the degree 
of the null space N[H (60) - XlI ] is equal to the degree 
of N (B +-/~iI). Accordingly, the multiplicity of eigen- 
values Pi and -/Ji is the same as the degree of 
N [H (60) - X iI] if B has linear elementary divisors. 
Thus, we are able to know whether H (60) has linear 
or nonlinear elementary divisor for each value of 60 
by assuming the multiplicity of/~i 4:0 equals ri, 
namely we obtain the following :
1. For the eigenvalues ~i ~ 0, 
(a) if 60 = 2 and X i = w -1, the multi- 
2 '  1 + x/1 - ; t  i 
plicity of )'i equals 2r i and then X i is associated 
with nonlinear elementary divisors. On the other 
hand, if Xj =/= 60-1, then kj is associated with 
linear elementary divisors; 
(b) if 60 4= 2 then X i 4= 60 - 1. The multi- 
1 + 
plicity of #i equals the multiplicity of X i, and 
H (60) has linear elementary divisors. 
Using Si, it follows that : 
l -w-k  i F)SiS71ui =  ~,~1/2S~1( D + Xir + 0 
w (7) 
and hence 
1-60-X i 
( D + E+ F )S i lu i  = -  0 .  (8) 
60xl/2 
1 
Therefore, using (4) we have 
(/Ji D - E - F) v i = 0, (9) 
where 
ui = Siv i . (10) 
In the same way 
2. For the eigenvalue ]Ji = 0, 
(a) if 60 = 1, then X i = 0. If the multiplicity of gi is q, 
the multiplicity of X i = 0 equals the nullity of F 
which varies in accordance with the ordering, the 
elementary divisor of H (60) is linear or nonlinear 
in accordance with the ordering [9], [10]. 
(b) if 60 4= 1, then X i = 60-1. The multiplicity of X i 
equals q which is the multiplicity of/~i = 0, and 
the elementary divisor of H(60) is linear. 
The above results are listed in table 1. We remark that, 
in the case that 60 - 2 and/a i 4= 0, the 
1 + ~_ /~2 
degree of N[H(60) - Xi] is r i and the multiplicity of X i 
equals 2r i, thus the maximum degree of the nonlinear 
elementary divisors is obviously at most r i + 1. 
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Table 1 
multiplicity of/ai 
value of co 
degree of N[H(CO)-XiI] 
multiplicity of X i 
elementary divisor 
/ai = 0 
q 
=1 
n - rank (F) 
1 (n + q) 
2 
(*) linear or 
nonlinear 
411 
q 
q 
linear 
/ai 4:0 
r i 
2 
1 +,/1- d 
r i 
2ri 
(***) nonlinear 
#: 2 (**) 
1 +,/x-d 
r°  ! 
r .  ! 
linear 
(*) 
(**) 
(***) 
depends on ordering (cf. [9]). 
including co = 1. 
the maximum degree is at most r i + 1. 
If M is a symmetric matrix, we obtain eigenvectors v i 
such that vii Dvi_ equals 8ij where 8ij is Kronecker's 
delta and i, j = 1, 2 ..... n. Although H (co) is not a sym- 
metric matrix, it is similar to a diagonal matrix if H(CO) 
has linear elementary divisors. Thus we obtain an 
orthonormal system Y = (y 1' Y2 ..... yn) T of left 
eigenvectors Yi and U = (u 1, u 2 ..... Un) of right eigen- 
vectors ui, where 
H(co)Tyi = Xiy i . (14) 
The left eigenvectors Yi are obtained by analogy with u i 
(of. Tee); 
H(CO) T = {(1 - co) D + toE} (D- COF) -I 
and from (14) it follows that : 
{(1 - co - Xi) D + wE + coXiF} (D - coF)-lyi = 0. 
Since S i is nonsingular, it follows that : 
1 - co -X  i 
D + E + XiF ) Si 1 S i (D - coF)-lyi= 0, ~1/2S i ( co 
and hence 
1-co -X i = 
( D+E+F)  S i (D-coF) - l y i  0. 
ooxl/2 
Therefore 
Yi = ¢/i (D - COF) s i l v i  (15) 
where ~i is a constant value which is chosen as follows : 
(Yi, uj) = 8ij (16) 
then 
~il (Yi'Ui) = vTs? l (D-coE)  Sivi=vT'(D-coki-1/2E)vi 
and (17) 
T 
v i (-/aiD + E + F)vi= 0. 
Since v T Evi= v T Fv i, (17) is rewritten as 
1___~i (Yl" u.t) = vTDvi - wx i l /2  vT Evi 
1 wX-1/2 1 - co + X i (18) 
= 1 - -~- i /ai - 2X i ' 
then 
2X i 
(D - coV) s i l v i  . (19) 
Yi- Xi + 1-co 
Thus, we are able to decompose any error vector : 
n 
e-- ~ c iu  i - -Uc,  (20) 
i=1 
where c = (c 1, c 2 ..... Cn) T is a function of co. Let 
u i and Yi correspond to X i and let the columns of 0 
and ~r consist of fli and Yi respectively. Then the vector 
for co is obtained as follows : 
e = @e = ~LJc, (21) 
where the entries of the matrix ~3 are obtained from 
(10) and (19) as 
{~3}i j  = (Yi' uj)= [~i (D-~F)  ~ilvi ,  Sjvj] 
= ~i(SjDg~lvi , vj) - ~i~o (Sj FS~lvi , vj) 
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=~i k~l  (~-~--)k/2(DkVik'Vjk) 
X i 
^ A ~cll/2 7~ (~J-~-)k/2[FkVi(k +l),Vjk] " - ~/i60 " 
- i 
(22) 
where Vik is the kth subvector of v i corresponding to
Dk, and 
~i = ^  2~i (23) 
Xi+ 1 -~ 
We examine the behavior of (22) with 6o = 60 + 5 60 
for 560 ,~ 60, then from (16) and (22) we have 
{~[U}ij ~ {YU}ij + 560 {YU}ij as  
d60 
{~FtJ}ij ~Si j  + ~60tkZ 1=t ' -~- - (~-  ~'--'i-1 ) 
, )'j ,k/2,,., . 
+ ~- -  } k--~i ) k~k"ik, Vjk) 
m-1.  k¢/i60 Sj ~i 
- Z -) + ~/i^i 1/2"- k--lt (xj 
1 
d¢/i 60X~1/2 Sj Xj k/2 
+ d~' -2X3/----~}(~ i) (rkVi(k+U'~Jk)] 
(24) 
where ~i = d Xi is a function of w and/~i" Here the 
06)  
second term of (24) does not vanish for i ~ j  and also 
depends on the ordering. Accordingb/ {~'U}ij does 
not vanish for all i and j when 6~ :/: 60, and necessarily 
depends on the ordering. The most simple case, for 
example, must be m = 2 which is the case for Ol-order- 
ing. In this case, the transposition from c to ~ is 
smoother than in the case where m > 2. The change 
of the overrelaxation factor makes ci (i = 1, 2 ..... n) 
to a non-zero value, although c = (c 1, 0,..., 0) T as a 
result of the above-mentioned. 
We come now to the case in which the iteration 
matrix has a nonlinear elementary divisor. Thus we 
show the divergence of the error vector for the most 
simple case, i.e. the degree of the nonlinear elementary 
divisor is 2, in which k i = 60 - 1 and r i = 1. 
In this case, a behavior of the error vector correspond- 
ing to u i in the kth iteration is as follows : 
{e}u i -_- H (60)kciui ~ kk k-1 c i u i . (25) 
We then introduce aconvergence parameter Pi con- 
cerning ui as [11] : 
P. = IIH(60) kuill k-1 
1 ui = kX i (26) 
From the above results, we may find the divergence 
phenomena in the first d-iterations for such an over- 
relaxation factor since dX? -1" > 1. For example, if
Xi = 0.9 then d < 34, and if )'i = 0.99 then d < 644. 
Furthermore, a similar treatment is possible in the case 
of the degree 3 (i.e. r i > 1). In this case, 
2 k-2 P i~k  X i ,thus d< 86 for Xi= 0.9. Ifwe further 
choose a value 0.99 for Xi, then the value of d much 
increases up to 1450. 
To show the divergence phenomena, we solve the 
Laplace quation in a unit square region using the five- 
point formula, dividing the region by a square net with 
mesh size h. Red-black ordering [1], i.e. 0 1 -ordering, 
is used and the boundary condition is determined so 
that the solution is unity. For the initial approximant 
of the solution, the value at the red-points i taken as 
unity and the value at the black-points as zero, and a 
Gauss-Seidel iteration is used once for smoothing [5]. 
We denote by X 1 (k, 60) the estimator of X 1(60) as 
Xl(k,60 ) = IId(k)ll/IId(k-1)ll (k= 2, 3 . . . .  ),where 
d(k) is a displacement vector in the kth iteration of 
SOR using 60. The results are shown in fig. 1 for some 
60. From this result, we find that the overestimation 
occurs when 60 is close to 60opt" We also note that 
we Fred a more serious divergence in this case when 
we use SOR without he smoothing. 
3. CONCLUSION 
We may conclude that the nonlinear elementary divisor 
exists only when 60 = 2 ~ .  Hence the tradi- 
tional argument that the iteration matrix for an accelerat- 
hag factor smaller than the optimum accelerating factor 
has a linear elementary divisor is not true virtually. From 
the above expression, the number of the eigenvalues 
also increases as the dimension of the matrix increases. 
So the nonstationary iterative method is troubled with 
the divergence of the error vector because of the non- 
linear elementary divisors everytime the dimension of 
the matrix increases. From (22), we are able to suggest 
that the inner products in (22) are real values and do 
not change in amount, so {YU}ij act as fractional 
xj 
polynomials of .----, and also depend on the ordering 
Xi 
and the accelerating factor as shown in (24). Accord- 
ingly the nonstationary iterative method needs care 
in the use, because it has been found that a large 
changing of the accelerating factor in the iteration 
process makes the estimation of the optimum value 
more difficult. 
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Fig. 1. The overestimation f the spectral radius Xl(~O ) of the H(w). 
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